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Foreword
i\'Iarketing problems have been uppermost in the

minds of our farmers since the close of the war.
Farmers know that the war not only increased the de-
mand for many food products but that it created an
unusual demand for certain types and kinds of prod-
ucts as compared with peace times.

We must adjust ourselves to peacetime markets
that are not only different from war time markets but
which may be different in many ways from the prewar
situation. As a result of this interest there has been
an expansion of marketing studies in Oregon and in
all other states.

Oregon Broad Breasted Bronze turkeys have
made a national reputation for quality of meat and
economy of production; but the toms are too large
for family trade, especially at other times than Thanks-
giving and Christmas. This bulletin gives the results
of the first attack on this problem by the Oregon Ex-
periment Station working in cooperation with the Bu-
reau of Agricultural Economics.

Dean and Director
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Summary
These conclusions are based upon the facts presented in this

report.
1. A demand does exist for cut-up turkeythat is, for

smaller portions than a whole bird. It is believed this
demand can be increased

If consumers are given an opportunity to buy turkey in
quantities suitable for the small family and thereby establish
a habit of using turkey just as they do such staple meats as
beef, pork, and chicken.

If an educational program designed to stimulate interest
in a relatively new product is established and maintained by
the turkey industry. This program will be possible only if
the growers and processors cooperate in financing such an
activity. A reasonable approach to this promotional work
is that the initial expenses will be recovered over a period of
years and not immediately. Temporary failures and disap-
pointments in merchandising should not prevent the carrying
through of a long-range program.

If the industry takes a firm, forward-looking position to-
ward a long-run program of merchandising turkey in cut-up
form and does not let its interest lag because of a temporary
advantage in marketing whole birds. It should strive to in-
crease total consumption by selling turkey in smaller size
units.

If progressive and inquisitive retail merchants can be in-
terested in assisting to carry through a worthwhile program
in merchandising an Oregon farm product. Retail meat
dealers can provide the power to sell turkey if they want to;
if they do not want to push turkey sales, they constitute a
serious obstacle to the success of any expanded turkey mar-
keting program. It is important, therefore, that the turkey
growers and processors establish and maintain a marketing
program that will make the handling of turkeys convenient,
profitable, and attractive to the retailers. A periodic self-
analysis of their sales policies by the growers and processors
might yield high returns.

If continuous experiments in merchandising techniques are
carried on, looking toward improvements ifl-

Packaging of pieces before freezing.
Packaging designed to attract attention and maintain ap-

pearance and quality.



Extending the demand for cut-up turkey should increase
the total demand for turkey.

Selling large turkeys in cut-up form has a useful eco-
nomic purpose. It has been fairly well determined that the
Oregon Broad Breasted Bronze can be produced satisfactorily
and competitively. An acceptable consumer-size unit can be
obtained if the birds are cut-up for marketing. Hog and
lamb producers do not expect to sell whole hogs and lambs;
neither should Oregon turkey growers expect to market 25
to 40 pound birds to other than hotels and restaurants.

Conventional merchandising methods dictate the sale
of turkeys as whole birds. They are handled by most
retail markets during Christmas and Thanksgiving periods
only. During other seasons they are handled by specialty
markets. When turkey is not available, it is likely that some
other meat will be substituted for it. There are extremely
few homemakers who will want to order a bird or a part of a
bird several days in advance of using it. Neither do many
of them wish to buy "sight unseen."

During the study turkey parts were priced in a manner
to be competitive to other meats of comparable quality
and cut. Retailers were requested to establish the same
markup on cut-up turkey as they customarily set for other
meats. There was no lowering of prices to encourage sales,
except in certain markets that did not participate in the ex-
periment. in those retail markets selling on a price appeal
plan, the customary practice was to sell turkey pieces taken
from lower-quality birds. Economically, this is justified pro-
vided that the meat meets all health and sanitary requirements.
It is comparable to selling choice and utility grade beef, and
a price differential is indicative of a quality difference.

Retailers did not accept wholeheartedly the idea of sell-
ing cut-up turkey. The inconvenience of thawing the
whole bird before cutting, and the loss of the natural color
of the meat contributed to their lack of interest and their
reluctance to display adequately the cut-tip turkey they offered
for sale.
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Consumer Response to the
Marketing of CUT-UP TURKEY

By C. M. Fischer and D. B. DeLoach

The Problem

TURKEY
production in Oregon has increased rapidly since 1930.

The number grown has increased from 625,000 in 1930 to 900,000
in 1935, to 1,700,000 in 1940, and to a record 3,080,000 in 1945. The
record production in 1945 was in anticipation of large military pur-
chases. Production in 1947 was reduced to approximately the 1940
total.

Cash farm income from the sale of Oregon grown turkeys
totaled $11,518,000 in 1943;.$12,726,000 in 1944; $19,218,000 in
1945; and $14,880,000 in 1946. In 1945, turkeys ranked third as a
source of agricultural cash income to Oregon farmers.

Development of the Oregon Broad Breasted Bronze Variety
The development of the Oregon Broad Breasted Bronze variety

is one of the principal reasons for the large increase in turkey pro-
duction in this state. During the last 10 to 15 years the Broad
Breasted Bronze has become increasingly popular with producers
and consumers throughout the country. The result has been the ex-
pansion of the market for grown birds and an enlarging demand for
hatching eggs and poults. During recent years Oregon producers
have concentrated almost entirely on the production of the Broad
Breasted Bronze variety.

At 28 weeks the live weight of Broad Breasted Bronze males
averages about 26 pounds, while the live weight of the females of
this variety averages about 15 pounds. Because of the large size of
the males, considerable difficulty has been experienced in recent years
in moving them at the retail level. }-Iousewives want to buy small
turkeys. This resistance to the large type turkey has been reflected
at times in a decidedly lower price for toms than hens. A price
differential between Grade A hens and toms of the Broad Breasted
Bronze variety has amounted to 10 or more a pound in some
ma rkets.

New marketing methods needed
Increasing consumer resistance to the large turkeys has forced

producers to seek new methods of marketing the large torns or to
turn to the production of smaller varieties. Since the Broad Breasted
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Bronze variety is considered by many to be a more efficient utilier
of feed and a producer of more edible meat than smaller varieties,
growers are reluctant to change. This means that improved methods
of marketing the large Broad Breasted Bronze turkeys must be de-
veloped, or production practices must be changed to meet consumer
demand in a peacetime market.

The study reported in this bulletin is an attempt to improve the
marketing methods. The probleni is two-fold. First, is there a
consumer demand for turkey in forms other than whole birds? And
if so, do customary marketing methods permit consumers to buy
turkey in these forms at any time they desire?

Procedure
Early in 1948, the Oregon State College Experiment Station

began a study of the possibilities of marketing large torn turkeys in
cut-up form. The purpose of this inquiry was to determine if the
total demand for large torn turkeys could be increased by marketing
them in cut-up form. This study was a part of a regional project
for the western region and was conducted under the provisions of
the Research and Marketing Act of 1946.

Plan of the study
The plan for this study involved having from 5 to 10 retail

stores in a single medium-sized city in Oregon display and sell turkey
halves, quarters, and pieces. Inasmuch as cut-up turkey was a new
product to most consumers, it was felt that a knowledge of their
reactions would be valuable in judging this method of marketing
large birds. Therefore, it was decided to check the purchasers
through mail questionnaires and personal interviews.

Salem, Oregon (population approximately 35,000) was selected
as the city in which the study would be conducted. Salem is located
in approximately the middle of the Willarnette Valley. Its trade
territory encompasses an area containing approximately 100,000
people. One of the reasons for its selection was that its population
is relatively homogenous. Furthermore, the income distribution in
this city was considered fairly uniform, a condition reflected in the
lack of any sizeable rich district or slum area.

Time of the study
The period selected for the study was from February 2 to April

10, 1948. Consumers were given ample time to recover from their
Christmas turkey before this study began, in recognition of the fact
that turkey is now a holiday meat. The small size families who



Figure 1. One of the cooperating retail stores. This market is lo-
cated about two miles from the downtown business district. It
stopped selling cut-up turkey at the end of eight weeks because
of losses on the poorer cuts (back, neck, giblets).

Figure 2. This store was located in a small business district in an
outlying residential area about one mile from downtown Salem
Although this market has a favorable location, cut-up turkey
moved slowly.
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purchase turkeys are forced to eat turkey for several days after the
main feast in order to dispose of it. As a result of too much turkey
at one time, their appetites are often dulled for turkey meat for
some weeks afterward.

Nine Salem retail stores agreed to cooperate with the College in
this study. The stores were asked to fulfill these conditions

Provide the College with accurate information with respect to
the quantity of turkey sold during a comparable period in
1947.

Keep a continuous supply of Grade A torn turkeys available
for sale during the 10-week period.
To display at least one turkey cut into halves, quarters or
pieces in their meat display cases at all times.
Keep a record of all sales of cut-tip turkey on forms provided
by the College.

Permit poster advertising within their stores.*

Permit a box containing turkey recipes to be.placed near the
display of cut-up turkey.

To establish the same percentage of markup on cut-up turkey
customarily set on other meats.

Six of the cooperating stores were located in the downtown
business district and three were ]ocated in outlying residential areas.
Eight of the nine were independents, and the other was a branch of
a well-known chain.

A promotional campaign was conducted in conjunction with
the study by the Oregon Turkey Improvement Association. This
campaign consisted of weekly advertisements in each of the two
daily Salem newspapers and one-minute spot commercials twice daily
over a Salem radio station.t

The cooperating stores were free to purchase their supplies of
turkey from any source, provided they were Grade A quality birds.
Since the purpose of this study was to gauge the demand for large
torn turkeys in cut-up form, the stores were asked to cut-up and sell
only toms.

Use of frozen turkey
Inasmuch as this study was conducted during a period other

than the normal turkey marketing period, most of the turkeys pur-
See page 29 appendix for copy of poster used during study.
Sec pages 30, 31 appendix for facsimiles of newspaper ,dvertisements and radio

commercials.
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chased by the stores to cut up had to be purchased in a frozen state.
Frozen turkey was rather inconvenient for the retailers since it meant
thawing the turkey before attempting to cut it up. A frozen turkey
could be cut into halves and quarters without too much difficult', but
this procedure resulted in cutting up the neck and giblets rather badly
which made them difficult to sell. As a result, the nine retail stores
practically always thawed the turkey before cutting it up. A fre-
quent complaint from retailers regarding the use of frozen turkey
was that turkey meat frozen and thawed turns dark in about one-half
the time that fresh turkey ordinarily will discolor. The giblets from
a frozen turkey are much darker at the time of thawing than those
from an unfrozen turkey.

An attempt was made at the beginning of the study to standard-
ize the procedure to be followed in cutting whole turkeys into halves,
quarters, and pieces. The procedure decided upon for halves and
quarters remained unchanged during the period of the study. In
preparing halves, the whole turkey was simply cut in half length-
wise. To prepare quarters, a cut was made across a turkey half
froni the point where the back normally breaks, straight down across
the breast, Figure 3.

This procedure resulted in having a small portion of white meat
cut in with the rear quarter. It was believed that this method would

Figure 3. How turkeys were halved and quartered.
4
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help keep the sales of the rear quarter more in line with the sales of
the front quarter. It was found, during the study, that both quarters
moved at about the same rate. Only two stores charged different
prices for the front and rear quarters. The price differential set by
one of the stores amounted to 20 a pound while the differential for
the other store amounted to approximately 30 a pound, the front
quarter selling for the higher price in both cases.
How turkey pieces were cut

At the beginning of the study, a certain procedure for cutting a
whole turkey into pieces was also decided upon by the College and
the nine retail stores. The whole turkey was first cut in half, length-
wise (Figure 3). From each half the wing was removed at the point
where it is attached to the breast and the breast separated from the
back by cutting up along the rear edge of the breast to the point
where the back normally breaks (Figure 4). The breast was then
cut into two equal portions. The leg and thigh were removed from
the rear portion at the thigh joint and separated. The pieces result-
ing from this cutting procedure are shown in Figure .5.
Cutting procedure changed

After following this procedure for several weeks, the retailers
found that the large back pieces were hard to move. So the above

Figure 4. After removal of wing, breast was separated from the back
by cutting up along rear edge of the breast to the point where the
back normally breaks.



Figure 5. Pieces of turkey that reu1ted from method of cutting
first introduced.

Figure 6. This method of cutting reduced the amount of turkey that
had to be sold as back.

13
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procedure was modified slightly as follows: the wing was removed
from the half and the breast was cut away froni the rear portion by
cutting up along the rear side of the breast to the point where the
back normally breaks (Figure 4) ; the leg was then separated from
the thigh at the joint. This left the back and the thigh together. A
strip of back approximately one inch wide was then cut from this
piece. The remainder of the back was sold with the thigh (Figure 6).

It is apparent that this cutting procedure considerably reduced
the amount that had to be sold as back, thereby enabling the retailers
to minimize their losses on backs. At the close of the study, the
majority of the retailers said they believed this method for cutting
a whole turkey into pieces to be the best. Consumers did not seem
to mind buying a portion of the back with the thigh. At least no
complaints were received.

Retailers' records
The nine retail stores were requested to keep records of all sales

of cut-up turkey. Each retailer was furnished forms on which com-
plete information could be entered with respect to the form of turkey
purchased, weight, price, and the consumer's, name and address.
These forms, (referred to as sales slips) were stapled to a packet
(also furnished by the College) containirfg a recipe leaflet* for pre-
paring cut-up turkey, a mail questionnaire, and a business reply
envelope. At the time of each purchase of cut-up turkey, the re-
tailer completed the sales slip, tore it off and handed the recipe
leaflet, questionnaire and envelope to the purchaser with a brief ex-
planation about the purpose of the questionnaire. In each packet the
sales slip and questionnaire were numbered, each having the same
number. In that way it was possible to establish the identity of each
respondent and nonrespondent to the mail questionnaire.

Seven stores continued in the study for the entire 10-week
period. One discontinued sales of cut-up turkey after one week and
another stopped selling cut-up turkey at the end of the eighth week.
The reason given by the first store was that it was too much trouble
completing the sales slips at the time of each purchase and that his
customers would not pay the prices established on grade A turkey.
He further stated that it was more profitable for him to sell lower
quality birds. The reason given by the meat department manager
of the store which stopped selling cut-up turkey at the end of the
eighth week was that the cheaper cuts of turkey (back, neck, giblets)
simply would not move and because of this he was taking a loss on
cut-up turkey. He felt that he did not have a large enough volume

The recipe leaflets were obtained from the Poultry and Egg National Board.
copy of questionnaire is included in Anpendix, pages Ii, 32.
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of trade to keep the cheaper cuts of turkey moving. He said he did
not believe it possible to make up his losses on the cheaper cuts by
increasing the prices of the better cuts, because it would materially
reduce the number of his sales.

Number of turkeys sold
During the period of the study, 250 large turkeys were cut up

and marketed by the cooperating retail stores. Broken down by

Of the total number of turkeys cut-up and marketed, 77 per
cent were sold by the stores located in the downtown business district.

i\'Iail questionnaires were distributed to 1,050 purchasers of cut-
up turkey during the study. Of this number, 385 or 36.7 per cent

Use of postal card reminders
Beginning with the third week, postal card reminders were used

as persuaders to get consumers to return their questionnaires. These
reminders were sert to each consumer who had not returned his
questionnaire by a certain date. It is believed that these reminders
were one of the main reasons for the larger percentage of returns
after the second week.

Early in the study a check was made to determine whether the
consumers who returned the questionnaires were representative of
the entire group who received them. This check consisted of 45

weeks, the number of turkeys cut up and marketed were:
Turkeys

1st week 50
2c1 week 35

3d week 20
4th week 24
5th week 25
6th week 20
7th week 19

8th week 27
9th week 16

10th week 12

were returned. Percentage of returns by weeks was:
Per Cent

1st week 35.2
2d week 28,2
3d week 48.0
4th week 36.7
5th week 41.0
6th week 38.5
7th week 42.3
8th week 34.7
9th week 37.7

10th week 31.3
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personal interviews of nonrespondents to the mail questionnaire,
selected at random, for a certain 2-week period and comparing their
answers to the key question* on the questionnaire with the answers
(to the same question) of the respondents to the mail questionnaire
for the same period. The answers of the two groups to this particu-
lar question were tabulated and a test for significance was made,
using the "difference between two percentages" method. It was
found that no significant difference existed between those who re-
turned questionnaires and those who did not. It could safely be
assumed, therefore, that all those returning questionnaires were rep-
resentative of the entire group.

Comparing test period sales with previous period
An attempt to determine the per cent increase in turkey sales

over a comparable period in 1947 was only partially successful. Two
of the eight stores which completed or very nearly completed the
study (including the one which stopped selling cut-up turkey at the
end of the eighth week) were not in operation during the period
February 2 to April 10, 1947. Of the remaining six, only four could
furqish accurate records. The other two could furnish only esti-
mates of their sales of turkey for the period February 2 to April 10,
1947. Of the four stores that could furnish accurate records, the per
cent increase in sales ranged from 65 to 662 per cent as shown in
Table 1.

Table I. ACTUAL ANO ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN TuRIEY SALES lERRIJASY 2
TO AI'RIL 10, 1948 OVER COMPARADLa PERIOD 1947

Retail outlet

Number of turkeys
sold February 2

to April 10, 1947
(whole)

Number of turkeys
sold February 2

to April 10, 1948
(cut up and whole)

There were no turkeys sold in cut-up form during this period in 1947.
a Actual sales.
b Estimated sales.

The manager of the meat department for Store B indi-
cated that he could have sold more turkey if he had given the
cut-up turkey the display space it required and had pushed
the sales of turkey a little harder. The investigators found
this condition equally applicable in certain other markets.

Increase in
sales

If you could get cut-up turkey the year around--would you buy turkey more often
than you have, assuming it is priced comparable to other meats?

Per Cent
Store A 23a 70 204
Store B 5 Ia 86 65
Store C 4a 305 662
Store D 23 283
Store E 2b 40 1,900
Store F 51) 30 510
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Consumer Purchases of Cut-up Turkey
Turkey pieces sold much better than either halves or quarters

during the study (Table 2).

Table 2. NUMBER OF PURCHASES OF TURKEY BY CONSUMERS BY TYPE OF CUT

Only the number of recorded sales of cut-up turkey are shown
in Table 2. During rush periods, retailers were reluctant to stop and
complete a sales slip each time a sale of cut-up turkey was made.
They stated they would be losing business if they did so. It was
determined, however, that 65 to 70 per cent of the total number of
sales during the study were recorded.

Table 3. POUNDS OF TURKEY PURCHASED BY CONSUMERS BY TYPE OF CUT

Although purchases of halves and quarters totaled only 19.1
per cent of the total number of purchases, the number of pounds of
turkey purchased in these forms amounted to 34.6 per cent. On the
other hand, purchases of pieces amounted to 80.9 per cent of the
total number of purchases or 65.4 per cent of the total number of
pounds of turkey purchased. This was because of the lower average
weight per purchase of pieces which totaled 2.7 pounds compared
to 4.6 pounds for quarters and 8.9 pounds for halves.

In other words, consumers who purchased turkey pieces, pur-
chased fewer pounds of meat at one time than those purchasing a
quarter or half.

A high percentage of consumers were satisfied with their pur-
chase (Table 4). From this favorable response, it can be assumed
that cut-up turkey contains as much flavor, is as moist and as satis-
factory in every way as whole turkey if it is prepared properly.

Type of cut
Number of
purchases

Per cent of
total

Halves 75 6.8
Quarters 135 12.3
Pieces 892 80.9

Total 1,102 100.0

Type of cut
Pounds

purcbased
Per cent of

total

Halves 672.0 18
Quarters 619.2 16.6
Pieces 2,438.4 65.4

Total 3,729.6 100.0
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Table 4. COYSUMEO REACTION TO CUT-UP TURKEY PURCHASES

Recipe leaflets were distributed to all purchasers of cut-up
turkey. These leaflets contained instructions for roasting, braising,
stewing, fricasseeing, and barbecuing cut-up turkey. Roasting was
definitely the most popular (Table 5).

TURKEY

It is evident that size of fan-lily influenced the form of cut-up
turkey purchased (Table 6).

Table 6. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TYPE OF PURCHASE AND Size or FAMILY

With the exception of the figures listed for families of five or
more members, the number of purchases of pieces declined as family
size increased and the number of purchases of halves and quarters
increased as family size increased. No explanation can be given
for the figttres for families of five or more. Regardless of the size
of family, consumers purchased pieces much more often than either
quarters or halves.

Table 5. How CONSUMERS PREPARED CUTS OF

Gib-Method of
preparation Halvss ters

Q

Times Times

Legs

Times

Tb igli

Tin, Cs

Wings Breasts Backs Necks lets

limes Times Tunes Tinies Times
Roast 30 59 58 52 22 111 7 6 3

Pressure cooker 13 13 9 22 6 2 0
Braised 11 iS 4 3 3
Stewed 2 A 5 3 15 13 9
Fried 10 ii 7 0 2 1 1
Fricassee 2 4 2 3 1 1 1
C ream 1 2 .. 1 1 1
Sauted
Pot pie
Method not

given 2 3 I 1 5 11 2 3 2

Total 33 72 - 100 91 64 -- 177 - 3S 30 30

Halves 5.0 7.9 9-5 3.6
Quarters 5.6 12.9 19.1 22.2 14 3 22.2
Pieces 94.4 so,-' 73.0 68.3 82.1 77.5

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Satisfactory 91.7 94.3
Unsatisfactory 4.9 0
Uncertain and no answer 3.4 5,7 3.6

Total oo.o 100.0 100.0

Number in family No
family

S or Size
Cut of turkey 2 3 4 mere given

Per Pee Pc,' Per Per Per
ccitt cent cent cent ceo t ccitt

Initial Repeat
Rat ng purchases purchases Totals

Per ccitt Per cent A er ccitt
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Family income also influenced the type of purchase (Table 7).

Table 7. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TYPE OF PURCHASE AND FAMILY INCOME

Cut of turkey

Halves
Quarters
Pieces

Total

As income increased the number of purchases of turkey pieces
declined. Conversely the number of purchases of quarters and
halves increased.

Family size also affects the quantity of cut-up turkey purchased
at one time (Table 8).

0-t pound 15 ounces
2-3 pounds 13 ounces
4-5 pounds 13 ounces
6-7 pounds IS OUnCeS
8-9 pounds 15 ounces
10 iiottnds and over

Total

As number in the family increased, the quantity of cut-up turkey
purchased at one time increased. Purchases of cut-up turkey of 4
pounds and more showed a definite increase as family size increased.

It was found that the quantity purchased at one time tended to
increase as income increased (Table 9).

ne
d

Less
than

$70
a week Nc

$30 $30-$49 $50-$69 and incor
a week a week a week over listt

Per Per Per Per Pet
ce,tt cent cent cent ccii

7.7 1.7 4.8 6.5 9.
7.7 12.1 11.5 20.0 18-

84.6 86.2 83.7 73.5 72.

100.0 100.0 -. 100.0 100.0 100.

0-I pound 15 ounces 28.5 31.0 23.8 12.3 213.5
2-3 pounds IS ounces 38.ii 50.0 50.4 43.2 44.1
4-5 PDUS2S 15 ounces 12.7 17.3 16.2 32.2 17.7
6-7 pounds 15 ounces 6.7 7.6 2.9
8-9 pounds 15 ounces 7-7 1.7 1.0 5.9
10 pounds and over 2.6 1.9 1:2 2.9

Total 100.0 -- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

55.5 22.2 13.2 14.3 17.9 22.2
22.2 47.2 51.8 47.6 42.8 44.5
16.7 22.8 24.2 25.4 25.0 22.2
2.8 4.4 4-4 6.3 10.7
2.8 2.8 4.4 4.8 11.1

.6 2.2 1.6 3.6

100.0 100.0 100.0 I 100.0 100.0 100.0

Talle 8. RELAiION BETWEEN QUANTITY OF TUREEN PURCHASED AT ONE Ti StE AND
SIZE OF FAMILY

\Vcight 1 2

Number In famdy

374 5 or
moee

No
family
size

given

Pee Per Per Per - er Per
csn ce,i S cent cciii ccxii ccitt

Table 9. RELATION5FItI' BETWEEN QUANTITY
1-A5IILY INCUSIE

OF TuttNEv

ibm

PURChASED AT ONE TIME AND

$70
a svrek No

$30 $30-$49 $S0-$69 and inconle
\Veight a week a week a week over listed

Per Per Per Per Per
cent ccitt cent cent cciii

7

0
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A question relating to purchases of whole turkeys from Thanks-
giving 1947 to April 10, 1948 was included in the mail questionnaire.
It was learned that 102 whole turkeys were purchased by consumers
during the period mentioned above with 59.8 per cent of the turkeys
purchased weighing 15 pounds or less. A breakdown into weight
groups of the turkeys is given in Table 10.

An overwhelming majority of the consumers purchasing whole
turkey were satisfied with their purchases, Table 11.

Table 11. CoNstjs,ER REACTIONS TO WHOLE TUSKEY PURCHASES

Of the total number of whole turkeys purchased, almost 70 per
cent were purchased drawn (Table 12).

Table 12. How \VISOLE TURKEY Wss PURCHASED

Can fhe Demand for Turkey Be Increased?
On the mail questionnaires distributed to purchasers of cut-up

turkey, consumers were asked if they had ever purchased cut-up
turkey prior to the time the Oregon State College Experiment Station
study began in Salem. Of the total number of consumers who re-
turned a questionnaire, 52 per cent reported they had not purchased

Table 10. PERCENTAOE DISTRIBUTION BY WEIGHT Gr,oUps or WHOLE TURIEY
BY CONSUMERS, Nov. 24, 1947 TO APRIX 10, 1948

PURCHASED

Weight group Per cent

7.10 pounds 5.9
11.12 pounds 16.7
13.15 pounds 87.2
16-20 pounds 25.5
21-30 pounds 11.8
\Veight not listed 2.9

Total 100.0

Per cent

Drawn 69.6
Undrawn 26.4
No answer- 2.0
Live 2.0

Total 100.0

Per cent

Satisfactory 96.1
Unsatisfactory 2.9
Uncertain 1.0

Total 100.0
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cut-up turkey prior to that date, 40 per cent said they had, and 8 per
cent gave no answer. Apparently cut-up turkey was not completely
new to the consumers in the Salem area. It was learned from several
sources that prior to this study, turkeys were sold in pieces as a
means of marketing lo quality birds.
Key question

The key question on the mail questionnaire related to future
purchases of cut-up turkey by consumers.

If you could get cut-up turkey the year around-would you buy
turkey more often than you have, assuming it is priced comparable to
other meats?

Three choices of answers, "Yes," "No," and "Not Interested in
Cut-Up Turkey" were listed below the question. As shown in Table
13, the majority of the consumers responding stated they would buy
turkey more often under the conditions set forth in this question.
Table 13. CONSUMERS' ESTIMATES OF 'li-lElo FUTURE DEMAND FOR TURI<EY IF PRICES

COMPARABLE TO OTIIEO MEATS

Only 2.1 per cent of consumers who returned one questionnaire
stated they would not buy turkey more often.

The majority of consumers responding to the questionnaire,
stated they would purchase turkey once a month if available in cut-up
form at prices comparable to other meats (Table 14).
Table 14. CONSUMERS' ESTIMATES OF FREQUENCY OF PUSCHASE or CUTUP TURKEY IF

AVAILABLE THE YEAR AROUND AND AT PRICES COMPARABLE TO OTHER MEATS

Respondents returning

Frequency of purchase
Respondents returning

one questionnaire

Respondents returning
tsvo questionnaires

First Second

Per centPer cent Per cent
Ever' week 4.1 9.5
Every Iwo weeks 23.5 38.1 85.0
Once a month 42.8 42.9 55.0
Every two months 20.4 9.5 10.0
just for holidays 1.7
Every week or two weeks
Every two weeks or once a month
Once a month or every two months
Every two mouths or just for holidays
Occasionally, frequently, or once in a

willie 2.2
No answer 2.5

Total 100.0 1 100.0 100.0

Response indicated
Respondents returning

one questionnaire"

two questionnairest

First Second

Per cent Per cent Per cent
\-Vould buy turkey more often 93.5 100.0 93.2
\Vould not buy turkey more often 2. 1 0 0
Not interested in cut-up turkey 1.0 0 0
No answer 8.4 0 4.8

Total 100.0 100.0 10

Number considered 387.
T Number considered 21.
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In tabulating the answers to the question relating to frequency
of purchase, only the answers of those consumers who stated they
would purchase turkey more often in Table 13 were considered.
This condition is also true for Tables 15 and 16. Approximately 72
per cent of the respondents returning one questionnaire stated they
would purchase turkey every week, two weeks, or once a month,
while only approximately 25 per cent stated they would buy turkey
less frequently than once a month. When as1ed to select their choice
of the form in which they wished to purchase cut-up turkey, the
majority of consumers selected pieces, Table 15.

The pieces most often preferred were the breast, thigh, and leg
in that order, Table 16.

Table tO. CONSUMER P,,eresssces roe yiie VARIOUS Pieces or TURKEY

A check 'was made to determine if consumers in the lower
income groups considered turkey more of a luxury than consumers
in higher income groups. For the purposes of this test, it was as-
sumed that those consumers who indicated they would buy turkey
once a month or less often, considered turkey a luxury while those
who indicated they would buy turkey every week or two weeks con-
sidered turkey more of a substitute for some of the conventional
classes of meats. In Table 17 it is shown that 27.7 per cent of the

Half 6.4
Quarter 10.5 10.0
Pieces 61.8 66.7 55.0
Half or pieces 6.4 10.0
Half or quarters 2,2 19.0
Quarter or pieces 7.2 9.5 15.0
No preference 3.0 5.0
No answer 2.5 4.8 5.0

Total luO,0 100.0 100.0

Pieces Per cent

Leg 19.2
Thigh 29.5
\Ving 10. t
Breast 30.3
Back 2.S
Nick 2.4
Gih!ets 5.7

Total 100.0

Table 15. Foss, or CUT-UP Tuscey PREFEsRED BY CoNsUMERS

Respondents returning
two questionnaires

Respondents returning
Form one questionnaire First Second

Per cent Per Cent Per cent
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group earning $30 a week or less would buy cut-up turkey every week
or two weeks, compared to 27.6 per cent for the group earning from
$30 to $49 a week, 34.7 per cent for the group earning $50 to $69 a
week, and 27.0 per cent for the group earning $70 a week and over.

It is apparent that no particular income group considers turkey
any more or any less of a luxury than any of the rest. It is evident
from these figures, however, that the majority of consumers in all
the income groups do not consider turkey a substitute for some of
the conventional classes of meats.

Prking Pracfkes
As was mentioned in a previous section of this bulletin, the

cooperating retail stores were requested to establish the same per-
centage of markup on cut-up turkey customarily set on other meats.
The average markup as a percentage of the selling price actually
obtained by the cooperating stores for each of the three forms of
cut-up turkey is given in Table 18.

Table 18. AVERAGE MARKUP AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE SELLING Psice SET BY RETAtL
STORES FOR WHOLE AND CUT-UP TURKEY DURING PERIOD OP STUDY

Retail outlet Whole

Per cent

Half

Per cent

Quarter

Per Cent

Pieces

Per Cent
Store A 14.3 16.7 16,7 22.9
Store B 15.7 13.4 13.4 19.6
Store C 19.2 18.3 18.7 20.4
Store D L3.8 12.7 12.2 19.5
Store E 13.8 11.6 11.6 18.2
Store F 13.8 11.6 16.9 21.4
Store G 13.3 11.7 16.9 18.4
Store H 13.6 10.8 10.8 16.0

Table 17. RELATIONSHIP oc CoNsuMeR ESTIMATES OF FUTURE PURCHASES OF CUT-UP
TURKEY TO FAM II.Y INCOME ASSUMING YEAR AROUND AVAILABILITY AND

PRICES COMPARARI.E TO OTHER MEATS

Less
than

$70
a week No

$30 $30-$49 $50-$69 and income
Frequency of purchase a week a week a week over listed

Pec Pc-v Per Per Per
Cent cent Ccnt Cent Cent

Every week 5.5 3.5 5.0 3.2 9.4
Every two weeks 19.4 24.1 28.7 21.8 18.7
Once a month 38.9 43.1 42.5 44.9 37.5
Every two lnonlhs 13.9 22.4 15.8 23.1 18.7
Just for holIdays 5.6 1.7. 2.0
Every week or every two weeks 2.8 1.0
Every Iwo weeks or once a month 2.3 1.0
Once a month or every two months 1.0 1.1 3.1
Every two months or just for holidays
Occasionally, frequently, or once in a while 2.8 2.0 1.9 6.3
No answer 8.3 5.2 1.0 6.3

Total 100.0 oo.o -- 100.0 100.0 100.0
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While no accurate data could be obtained on the retail markup
usually realized on chicken, beef and pork by these stores during
this study, it is believed that the markup shown for turkey pieces in
Table 18 closely approximates the customary markup for meats.
The markup for halves and quarters, however, was somewhat below
the markup realized by the retailers on their other meats.

In view of the high wholesale prices for eviscerated turkey dur-
ing the period of the study, the question was raised if the spread
between the wholesale prices for eviscerated torn turkey and the
wholesale prices for beef and pork was not much greater than usual,
resulting in smaller sales of cut-up turkey than would have been
possible had the price spread between the three commodities been
normal. An effort was made to determine if the spread was actually
greater than usual. The average wholesale prices for eviscerated
torn turkeys, pork, and beef were determined for the period Febru-
ary 2 to April 10 of the years 1935 to 1942, 1947, and 1948 and
plotted graphically (Figure 7).

It can be seen that the spread between the wholesale price of
eviscerated turkeys and beef during the period of the study was not
any greater than the spread during some of the years from 1935 to
1942. In the case of eviscerated turkey and pork, there was one
year, 1939, when the spread was greater than during 1948, and

Estimated and Actual.
Source: The Oregonian, 1935-42, 1947, 1948; Valley Packing co., Salem, Oregon.
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TURKEY

-
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1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1947 1948
YEARS

Figure 7. Relationship between wholesale carcass prices for pork
and beef and eviscerated torn turkey, February 2 to April 10,
1935-42 and 194748.*
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several years when the spread was almost as great as during 1948.
For all practical purposes, it can be assumed that the spread between
the wholesale prices for eviscerated turkey and pork was not greatly
different during the period of the study than during some of the
years immediately preceding the war. Furthermore, it can be as-
sumed that the established normal relationship between consumer
income and beef and pork prices applies equally to turkey prices.

Trade Acceptance
An important phase of this study which has not yet been dis-

cussed concerns the acceptance of this relatively new product by
retailers. It is often said that if a meat retailer does not want a meat
to sell, it won't. Therefore, if any progress is to be made in mar-
keting cut-up turkey, retailers must first be sold on the idea.

The retailers working with the College on this study were, in
the majority of cases, cooperative. They accepted the plan for mar-
keting cut-up turkey fairly well, but with some reserve. It should
be mentioned, however, that each retail dealer received an allowance
from the College for his services in cutting up. and selling turkey
and maintaining records of sales.

Display and handling are key factors
The amount of display space given cut-up turkey in some of

the stores was definitely not adequate. Such a lack of space was a
handicap to the sale of turkey, because a new product must be dis-
played prominently if it is to sell.

The failure of some of the retailers to give proper care to their
cut-up turkey detracted from some of the displays. Since the normal
turkey marketing period lasts for about two months, it is necessary
to cut up frozen turkey during months other than the normal mar-
keting period. As mentioned in an earlier section of this bulletin,
the retailers were not fully satisfied with frozen turkey because it
has a tendency to lose its "bloom" and to discolor within 24 to 36
hours after it is thawed.* One retailer, who did some experimenting,
found that if the thawed turkey meat is taken out of the display
case and washed each morning it can be made to look attractive for
several days.

It is generally true that many consumers consider cut-up turkey
a very low grade meat. They believe that only the turkeys that will
not sell in whole form are cut up. In the advertisements sponsored
by the Oregon Turkey Improvement Association during the study,

O the other hand, retailers report that freshly killed turkey will keep its 'bloom"
for several days in a display case without discoloring.
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the point was emphasized that only Grade A turkeys were being cut
up. Several consumers told one investigator that they would not
have purchased cut-up turkey if they had not seen in the advertise-
ment that it was Grade A quality.

Appeal on a price basis
During the course of the study, it was found that certain re-

tailers appealed to consumers on a price basis. In order to do this,
they sold cut-up turkey of a quality below that carried by the co-
operating stores. Since consumers are not always aware of quality
differences, this type of price competition made it difficult for retail
operators selling high grade turkey in cut-up form at higher prices.

At the close of the study, the eight retailers who completed the
study, (including the one who stopped selling cut-up turkey at the
end of the eighth week) were asked to complete a special question-
naire. The purpose of this questionnaire was to obtain the retailers'
observations on merchandising turkey in cut-up form.

Retailers believe cut-up turkey has possibilities
In reply to the question, "On the basis of your experience dur-

ing the past 10 weeks, in merchandising turkey in cut-up form, do
you believe that cut-up turkey can be sold satisfactorily in Salem,"
all eight answered "Yes." Five of the eight reported that they in-
tended to continue to sell cut-up turkey the year around, two stated
they planned to sell cut-up turkey during the holiday season only,

Figure 8. Meat case display of cut-up turkey.



Figure 9. Cut-up turkey displayed on cracked ice with chicken. Note
small space allotted turkey pieces.

Figure 10. From left to right: bacon, turkey quarters,
chicken, veal roll.

27
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'

Figure 11. Cut-up turkey got a good display in this meat case. Note
recipe box on showcase and poster in background.

and one retailer said he did not intend to sell any more cut-up turkey
until the wholesale price of turkey dropped to a level comparable
with the wholesale prices of other meats.

Four of the retailers reported that the sale oi cut-up turkey did
not interfere with the sale of other neats, while the other four re-
ported that it reduced the sale of other poultry slightly. Most of the
retailers reported difficulty in moving the backs, necks, and giblets.

These retail stores were revisited approximately one month
later and it was found that none was selling cut-up turkey. The rea-
son the retailers gave was that the wholesale price of eviscerated
turkey had risen from 59 to 67 per pound in the month following
the conclusion of the study. This price increase on eviscerated
turkeys corresponded closely to the increases on other meats during
the same period.
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Appendix

Copy of Poster Displayed in Retail Stores
During Study
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The Type of Newspaper Adverfisemen± Used
During S±udy

Hoffman's Market
Orcutt's Market
State Street Market
The Vista Market

30

Grade A

TURKEY
HALVES

QUARTERS

PIECES

These Are Grade A Turkeys Cut-up to Meet the Needs of
Small Families. Free Recipes Are Available to Aid You in
Preparing a Delightful Treat for Your Whole Family.

On Sale at
Fitts Fish & Poultry Mkt.
Model Food Market
Paramount Market
Safeway Store (on Court)

Oregon Turkey Improvement Association

Type of Radio commercial Used During S±udy
Something new under the sun.

It's Turkey . . . by-the-piece.
Yes, Oregon-raised Grade A turkey in halves, quarters or individual
pieces. Here's the way to bring variety to your meals with real ease
and economy. You buy only what you need. Try it .....ou'll
be telling your friends about it. Oregon-grown top-quality Grade A
turkey is sold in halves, quarters, individual pieces ... and of
course a whole turkey . . . in 9 different Salem Stores, includ-
ing . .

These stores also have available free tm-key recipes. Yes, every clay
can be turkey day.
Sponsored by Oregon Turkey Improvement Association.

* * *



If you prepare a noon lunch for the school youngsters, or for the
man of the house, you can serve no tastier sandwiches than sliced
cold turkey. It's ideal for sandwiches -whether for the school
lunch or for your own home uses. It's easy to prepare cold turkey
sandwiches because you can buy Grade A Oregon-grown turkey in
halves, quarters and even individual pieces Next time you want
to prepare a tasty nourishing sandwich, remember how easy it is to
buy just the amount of turkey you'll needno waste or incon-
venience. Oregon-raised Grade A turkey, in halves, quarters, indi-
vidual pieces, and of course, whole turkeys . . . is on sale at 9
different retail stores in Salem, including .....ee turkey recipes
at all stores. Yes, every day can be turkey day.
Sponsored by Oregon Turkey Improvement Association.

Copy of Mail Queslionnaire Which Was Distribu±ed
±o Purchasers of Cu±-up Turkey

Please be sure to answer all questions printed in boldface
type

Every time you answer YES to a question in Boldface Type,
please go on to all the questions in small type below it.*

1. Did you buy a whole turkey in the last ten weeks?
Yes No

How many pounds did it weigh? pounds.
How much did it cost per pound? 0
How did you cook it?
Did you like it? Yes No LII
If not, why not?
Was it drawn or undrawn?

Drawn (internal parts removed)
Undrawn (plucked)

2. Did you buy a half turkey since February 1, 1948?
Yes No

How many pounds did it weigh? pounds.
How much did it cost per pound?
How did you cook it?
Did you like it? Yes No
If not, why not?

3. Did you buy a quarter of turkey since February 1, 1948?
Yes No LII

How many pounds did it weigh? pounds.
How much did it cost per pound? 0
How did you cook it?
Did you like it? Yes No
If not, why not?

On the actual questionnaire, red and black pri,lt was used instead of boldface and
small type.
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4. Did you buy any turkey pieces since February 1, 1948?
(Legs, thighs, etc.)

Yes No
What pieces did you buy? Legs Thighs jj Wings

Breast Other
How many pounds did you buy? pounds.
How much did it cost per pound?
How did you cook it?
Did you like it? Yes No
If not, why not?

5. Up until February 1, 1948 had you ever bought cut-up tur-
key? (Halves, quarters, pieces) Yes No LII

6. If you could get cut-up turkey the year aroundwould you
buy turkey more often than you have, assuming it is priced
comparable to other meats?

Yes No Not Interested in Cut-Up Turkey
How often?

Every week
Every two weeks
Once a month
Every two months LII
Just for holidays

In what form(s) would you rather buy CUT-UP turkey?
Half
Quarter
Pieces
If you desire pieces, would you prefer
Legs Thighs Wings Breast
Other

THIS IS CONFIDENTIAL
It is Important that we know a little about the people who
answer this form. We Need the Information for Statistical

Purposes

7. How many people are there in your family?
6 years old or less

(Number a1 people)
7 years old to 12 years

(Number of people)
13 years old or over

(Number of people)

8. Which income group are you in?
Less than $30 a week
$30 to $49 a week
$50 to $69 a week
$70 a week and over
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